Find the Right Word
In the following sentences there are gaps. Each gap should be filled with ONE word. The
word must make sense in the context and fit in grammatically and stylistically.

1

We should not take our legal rights for __________________. We never know what the
future holds in store.

2

The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge played __________________ safe by naming their
daughter Charlotte Elizabeth Diana, all well-established royal names.

3

When arguing for improvements in the work environment it is valid to point out that
inhumane working __________________ are actually bad for business.

4

Above all, researchers must come to __________________with the fact that they can no
longer take the political setting as given.

5

The results of the campaign were overwhelmingly positive: more than 85 per cent of the
employees __________________of the decision to have smoke-free zones.

6

It is illegal to discriminate __________________ people due to age, ethnicity, religious
beliefs, gender, sexual orientation and disability.

7

They had three daughters, one of __________________ is now the Attorney General.

8

The government is at a crossroads now, having to decide __________________ or not to
raise taxes on fuel.

9

At the initial __________________ of the investigation the police found no clear
evidence that the fire was caused by arson.

10 The USA’s improved relations with Cuba meant most of the more than 50-year-old
sanctions could be __________________.
11 The civil servant said it was beneath her __________________ to respond to the recent
allegations of corruption made against her.
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Find the Right Word – Bedömningsanvisningar
1 poäng

1 poäng (acc)

0 poäng

1

granted

2

it

3

conditions

4

terms; grips

agree; agreement; conclusion;
deal; end; mind; peace; point;
realise; realization; sense

5

approve; approved

agree; agreed; were; voted

6

against

all; any; between; certain;
different; other; some; the

7

whom; which

8

whether

9

stage; stages; phase

beginning; part; start; state

10

lifted; eased; removed

destroyed; done; saved; forgotten;
lost; over; restored; solved

11

dignity

level; position; power; pride;
responsibility; duty; will; standard
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guaranteed; sure

hours; environments

felstavn. av whether

circumstances; really; truly

if; raise; to
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